December 8, 2017 | פרשת וישב | כ' כסלו תשע''ח
בס‘‘ד

DECEMBER 11
Grades 1-6
Parent Teacher Conferences
6:30-10:00 p.m.

• • • • • •
DECEMBER 12
Preschool Chanukah Chagiga
(for Pre-K only)
9:30-10:30 a.m.
Chanukah Delights
6:45 p.m.

Jr. High 4:30 dismissal
(December 12, 13, 19)

• • • • • •
DECEMBER 14-18
Chanukah Vacation

• • • • • •
DECEMBER 19
School Resumes

• • • • • •
DECEMBER 24
Save the Date
PTA Ladies Paint Night

4:38

A parent in another school once called his child’s teacher and stated, “I know my son is
wrong but can we make it go away?”
How can we best teach our children right from wrong? In Parshas Vayeshev we learn that
Reuven returned to the pit and, not finding Yosef inside, he tore his garments as a symbol of
mourning (37,29). From where did Reuven return? The Midrash explains that Reuven , who
was not present when Yosef was sold as a slave, was actually fasting and engaged in
teshuva, repentance. The Almighty then expressed that since Reuven introduced the concept
of teshuva, he will merit a grandson, Hoshea, who will do the same. Indeed, it was the Navi
Hoshea who made the clarion call of Shuva Yisrael, Return, Israel to Hashem, your G-d for
you have stumbled in your iniquity (Hoshea l4,2).
Didn’t Adam and Kayin engage in teshuva far before Reuven emerged on the scene? In his
sefer, Darchei Mussar, Rabbi Yaakov Neiman zt”l quotes Rabbi Yitzchok Meir Ben
Menachem zt”l who explains that the repentance of Adam and Kayin occurred in response
to a Divine admonishment and thus their teshuva was inspired by yirah, fear. Reuven’s
repentance, however, was not a reactive response but rather a self-motivated act inspired
by ahava, love. Thus, Reuven introduced the concept of self-realization and self- motivated
teshuva and was rewarded accordingly.
It would be wonderful if the children we nurture would naturally grasp the difference
between right and wrong. In a perfect world, our children would be self-motivated and that
motivation would empower them with a sense of moral courage and fortitude. But the
reality is that for many a child the development of a moral conscience and the assuming of
responsibility do not come easy.
Educating children today is far different than it was when their parents were raised. It has
become increasingly difficult to balance the absolute need to teach responsibility with the
goal of building confidence and self-esteem. But if we are to raise responsible citizens and
resilient human beings, we have no choice but to employ every possible teachable moment
to teach responsibility.
If there is a lesson to learn from Reuven in this week’s parsha, it is to connect with one’s
conscience and to engage in introspection and repentance when we make mistakes; to take
ownership of actions and assume responsibility for misdeeds. By learning from our examples
a child will sooner master an understanding of right and wrong, arrive at the right
conclusions on his own volition, and refine his moral compass.
This is not about school. It is about life.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!

Jr. High School
The HAC Junior High boys have restarted their monthly visits to Menorah
Park and Montefiore. Rabbi Kahn and the Rabbeim discussed with the boys
the importance of mesorah and connecting with previous generations by
speaking with zekainim who had the zechus to see them. Upon arrival, the
boys were welcomed by Rabbi Kirsch and Rabbi Feinstein in their respective
locations, and the boys made their way around the facilities, bringing joy and smiles to the faces of the residents.
Some boys sang, others listened to divrei Torah from the residents, and others simply shmoozed. We look forward to
keeping this tradition going. A tremendous thank you to Mrs. Suri Goldman for all her work to make this a reality year
after year, and thank you for also chaperoning.

On Monday, we had a fascinating presentation from United Hatzalah from Eretz Yisrael. Gavi, a real life medic with
over 9,000 calls under his belt, regaled us with stories that showed us the tremendous importance of the organization.
The boys then watched a video of an actual emergency call and were quite amazed at the diversity of the group of first
responders who worked in tandem to save a choking child.
We have successfully implemented an afternoon rejuvenation period. The students, accompanied by their teachers,
meet in the cafeteria and are served a healthy fruit. A bonus to this is that the teachers also get to know their students
in an informal setting. After the boys clean up, they return to their classrooms refreshed and ready to learn. The
feedback has been overwhelmingly positive from teachers, students and parents. Thank you to everyone who took a
part in making this a reality.

Yeshiva Ketana
Chanukah is coming, and this week, our fifth grades had the opportunity to
take part in the Living Legacy’s shemen zayis workshop. The boys not only
learned how shemen zayis is made, but they also were able to actually make
their own small container to take home for Chanukah.
Our new lunchroom program has expanded to include two divisions: grades
1-2, and grades 3-6. Each day, the classes are awarded points for walking
quietly to and from the lunchroom, punctuality, behavior in the lunchroom
and cleaning up the tables. All of the Rebbeim take turns telling a story
while the boys are eating, and certain days are designated for bentching
together, out loud in the lunchroom. (The sound of the boys bentching
together is very inspiring!) After a certain amount of days, the boys who
have earned tickets for good behavior are entered into a raffle for prizes,
and classes earn points each day. The classes with the most points earn a
weekly dessert of kokosh cake. Under the auspices of BEAM, and led by
Rabbi Weimer, the new lunchroom program has become a popular new
part of the Yeshiva Ketana day.
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Girls Elementary
Here at HAC we are eagerly anticipating Chanukah! There are preparations taking
place in all of the classrooms. Teachers are presenting engaging lessons about
Chanukah, and important halachos are being learned. Our art teacher, Mrs. Chavy
Matitia is helping each student prepare a beautiful art project. The girls are very
proud of their artistic creations!
We are lucky to have Bubby Mann on our
staff, and she has been visiting classrooms to
tell the girls what Chanukah was like in Russia
many years ago. When Bubby Mann was a
young girl, you weren’t allowed to celebrate Chanukah publicly like we do now.
Bubby Mann demonstrated for us how her parents used to carve out a piece of a
potato, pour in some oil, and light a wick there. We realized how lucky we are
nowadays that we can celebrate Chanukah so openly!
This week, our fourth graders celebrated their completion of Sefer Bereishis with a
gala breakfast siyum. Both classes got together and enjoyed the food and activities that they had prepared. Thank you
to Morahs Busel and Ribiat for giving the girls such a wonderful celebration! Our moros also used this as an
opportunity to encourage the midah of hakaras hatov in our students. The girls prepared individually wrapped
breakfasts for all of their previous moros who helped them reach this milestone. The breakfasts were hand delivered
along with beautiful thank you notes. Kol Hakavod!

Kindergarten
This time of year is so exciting for our kindergarten kinderlach. We had loads of fun working
on our original brachos sponge-art painting and decorating the neiros basket. Did you see
our kad shemen stick puzzle? Take off the tape and see if you can still put it together again.
Morah Katz and Morah Devorah’s class can hardly wait for the first night of Chanukah.
Our Kindergarten students have settled into their new classrooms and are happy in their
new home. At Oakwood, the children enjoy their own playground, lunchroom and their own
gym time!
deSTEMber has arrived! Morah Dassie and Morah Shuli's kindergarten classes
have incorporated STEM into our learning! To introduce STEM, and to connect it
to our literacy and alphabet program, we created an obstacle course (letter O!)
that required every student to think of new and innovative ways to complete a
task. Pictured are kindergarten students tracing an octagon (begins with an O!)
with a ball as part of the obstacle course (O again!) The only requirement was to
not use your hands or feet! Each student then drew plans to engineer his or her
own obstacle course. We are looking forward to STEM activities all month long!

Please note that Kindergarten dismissal on Fridays begins at 1:45 p.m.
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Yavne High School Hosts Convention
Yavne High School, one of only four schools nationally to host the national Bais
Yaakov Convention, did an amazing job this past weekend! Yavne hosted well
over 600 mechanchim, chaperones and delegates representing 75 schools
throughout the country, Canada and as far away as Panama. The convention was
directed by Mrs. Shani Kohn and Mrs.
Ahuva Goldman along with student heads, Rikki Cweiber, Raizy Hoen and
Zeesy Kutoff.
Yavne's staff and students prepared a full array of inspiring, uplifting
programs and entertainment for the weekend of Parshas Vayishlach. The
convention began on Thursday
and culminated on Sunday
evening. The theme of the
convention was "Mashcheini Acharecha Nerutza”, with a focus on practical
ways to develop our connection with Hashem. We explored this topic in a
variety of interactive ways with the hope of strengthening our eternal
bond with our Creator.
The delegates arrived at Yavne to our
beautifully
decorated
building. Personalized garment bags, sweatshirts and kits were distributed to all
attendees. The convention featured a full line-up of inspiring speakers, including
some world famous chinuch personalities. Delegates were treated to a variety of
multimedia presentations, panels, workshops and separate staff
programming. Our Yavne stars performed live along with some mini
presentations from other schools. The event also featured an interactive chidon.
We appreciate the graciousness of our staff and students who went well beyond
the call of duty in so many ways. We
also
appreciate
the
Cleveland
community's gracious hospitality.
The convention concluded with a grand, catered banquet. All agreed that
this was a really special event where meaningful friendships were formed
and lifelong lessons were learned. One student from L.A. expressed to her
principal: "This was the absolute best Shabbos in my entire life".
Mrs. Chaya Gitty Kohn, Menaheles summed it up when she wrote: “The
convention exceeded our expectations! The tireless efforts were blessed with siyata d’Shmaya and we experienced
overwhelming success. The atmosphere was uplifting and electric, the speeches were educational and inspiring, the
workshops were interesting and thought provoking, the program was organized and exciting, and the chaperones
and delegates were enthusiastic and full of comradery. ”
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Yavne High School
On Monday morning our 7th and 8th graders
enjoyed an exciting and meaningful program at
the Cleveland Heights Pavilion. After ice skating,
hot chocolate and Rice Krispy treats, the students
participated in two workshops. With Rabbi Ellis
they learned about developing a Growth
Mindset. After explaining that we build our brain
the same way we build other muscles, Rabbi Ellis
invited the girls to use challenging mind games to
practice perseverance in building stronger neural
connections, represented by groups of string licorice. We
hope to continue working on this important skill
throughout the year. With Mrs. Sefi Katz and Mrs.
Temima Belkin, the 7th and 8th grade mechanchos, the
girls created beautiful spoons with wire beading to use

College, facilitated our discussions focusing on teacher
mindset and goals for our student body. It was a
pleasant break to delve into big ideas that are
fundamental to our purpose but often get lost in the
daily mechanics of teaching. Dr. Ward was impressed
with the insight, professionalism, and dedication of our
wonderful staff. We hope to continue these discussions
throughout the year to maintain excellence in every
classroom.
Our 7th graders enjoyed a donut celebration in honor of
finishing a unit on managing stress in Mrs. Weinberg's
class. They worked on learning the information and then
presented their own solutions to the stresses of life in
creative brochures and posters.

all winter in their hot cocoa. It was a wonderful
opportunity to share time with our talmidos out of the
classroom. We look forward to similar events in the
future!

Monday afternoon, the Yavne General Studies staff
engaged in significant discussions as part of a
professional development event. Dr. Pat Ward, Director
of Curriculum for Mayfield City Schools and a professor
in the Education Administration program at Ursuline
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General Studies Division
Classroom Close-up: Mrs. Blackburn’s 5th Grade Girls
The fifth grade girls have been become experts learning
about our solar system and the planets within it. In pairs,
students were assigned and given information about a
particular planet. After learning about their planet, each
student displayed five interesting facts and a drawing of
their planet on a fact sheet. In order to learn about all of the
planets, each group presented their facts, and some also
included posters, songs, and even skits to make their
presentation more exciting. We were amazed to learn
things like the fact that it takes one planet over a hundred
years to orbit the sun
and that darkness lasts
for over eighty days on
another planet!
The girls have also been
working hard to solve
challenging
division
problems with double
digit divisors. Using
partial
quotients,
students built on their
multiplication skills and
number sense to make
reasonable guesses that would help them get closer and
closer to the final quotient. We have emphasized the fact
that there are many accurate ways to solve division using
this method. In addition to checking their own work using
multiplication, the girls also enjoyed being the teacher by
checking and finding errors for sample problems. To further
strengthen their understanding of division, students also
wrote problems that would have a specific quotient and
wrote their own creative division story problems for a friend
to solve. As we complete our division unit, we are looking
forward to taking a break from computational work for our
next unit on expressions and patterns.
Building Bridges
The 6th grade girls have embraced the challenge to create
bridges from only 50 popsicle sticks and school glue, with
the only dimensional requirement being that it has to be at
least 12 inches long. We are testing the bridges to see how
much weight they can hold using water and a variety of
solid objects. So far, we have had a bridge that held well
over 13,000 grams and is still intact, and another bridge that

held well over 12,000
grams. Both will continue
to be tested until they
reach
their
breaking
point!
3rd Grade Boys Math
with Mr. Dym
Any successful classroom
begins with creating and sustaining a positive and safe
learning environment. To accomplish this, we have
implemented a positive and incentive based behavior plan.
Students’ positive behavior and completed work product is
tracked by earning “flags” in the short term and earning
“class dollars” over the long term. The flags are counted and
recorded weekly, while the students earn and save class
dollars over the long term. This incentive-based program
encourages good decision making and promotes positive
behavior; at the same time, it is also an effective tracking
system that allows for every student to precisely measure his
own progress (both behavior-wise and work-wise) and
provides measurable and attainable short-term and longterm goals in the classroom. The students have really bought
into this system and have taken ownership of their
behavior.
For learning to be understood deeply it must be
experiential. This is why manipulatives are used to learn and
then to practice all mathematical concepts in our class. For
example, foam counters represent items and create equal
groups when learning multiplication and division. Groups of
students work together to build arrays representing
multiplication sentences. Students draw pictures of circles
containing specific numbers of stars and then verify with
their partners the accuracy of their arithmetic. Hands-on
learning and activities are provided as much as possible in
class.
Mr. Dym is a big believer in Active Learning. So the boys are
constantly playing interactive games with base-10 blocks
and dice; students’ race against each-other and the clock to
build numbers by themselves with these blocks and then
perform various arithmetical operations to experience the
math on their own. They also play a lot of Math Bingo.
Anything lively, interactive and creative provides for an
enjoyable and meaningful learning experience!
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Early Childhood Division
This has certainly been one of our most colorful weeks. The
children heard that Yaakov Avinu gave Yosef a k’sones passim, a
coat of many colors. In many of the classes the children made
colorful coats, using paints, crayons, colored tape, and even food.
The latter was their favorite as they were able to eat their
“projects.” In addition the children are working on creating
colorful menorahs for Chanukah, some from tiles, some from wood, and some to play with, made of cardboard. Going
along with the “colorful” theme, some of the children even made Chanukah cookies, measuring, mixing, cutting shapes,
and decorating them.
Dreams were discussed this week after the children learned about Yosef’s dreams and then later about the butler and
the baker’s dreams. Many of the children shared memories of dreams that they had. In addition the feeling of jealousy
was discussed and the children were given many examples of what jealousy is and what it feels like and, of course, how
it can result in something negative.
Morah Dina and Morah Chasi’s children learned the bracha of ha’adama and the children examined many vegetables
that grow on or in the ground. Afterwards, these vegetables were cut up and made into a healthy, colorful, delicious
ha’adama salad upon which the children recited the new bracha that they learned.
The ktan-tan children are learning the story of Chanukah through the use of puppets and pictures and they love to hear
about the brave Maccabees and the miracle of the little container of oil that lasted for 8 days. Morah Chana Ora and
Morah Chaya’s children even helped make a really colorful and 3-dimensional paper chain menora which is adorning
their hallway bulletin board.
Don’t forget that on Tuesday, December 12, from 9:30-10:30, there will be a Chanukah Chagiga for the parents of our
four year old classes and their preschool children. If you can come earlier to help set up or stay later to help clean up,
please call 321-5838, ext. 175, and leave a message. Your help will be greatly appreciated.
IY”H in January, Mrs. Aliza Feldman will be giving a presentation for our parents about development milestones and

Good Neighbors
When driving to Oakwood for the school or the financial offices, please be reminded that the Oakwood campus borders on
an exclusive residential neighborhood and we are committed to being respectful of the privacy of our neighbors. If you are
visiting the campus please be sure to enter and exit through the Warrensville Center Road entrance only. Shortcuts
through Oakwood Drive and Wilmar Drive are prohibited and, besides for a potential chilul Hashem, we have been
informed that violators could be prosecuted. We have conveyed this message in the past but a neighbor called yesterday to
report that some parents are using the private drive as a shortcut. Please help us make a kiddush Hashem.
Thank you for your understanding and for your continued partnership.
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Box Tops for Education
The PTA Chanukah Raffle is in full swing. Tickets were attached to last week’s Chadashos
and tickets are available in the main office. Submit 50 box tops to the main office and earn a free ticket!

Give & Get Opportunity
Volunteers are needed to help with the upcoming Chanukah Delights. Please contact Mrs. Tracy Vaiselberg to offer
your help. She can be reached at 216-382-3300 x 341.

Stay Warm and Save Money
HAC and Power City Energy (formerly Censtar Energy) are partnering once again on a project to help you save money
and help HAC raise money. It is a win/win for all. Find your Dominion gas bill and compare your supplier rate. Are you
paying more than $3.30mcf? If you are- email your Dominion bill to Suri216g@gmail.com to switch to a lower rate and
start saving now.
$50 Give n’ Get credit applies for each enrollment. Commercial accounts are welcome too.
*Cleveland Hts. residents should note that your community program has ended and it is time to choose a new supplier.

Condolences to
Mrs. Beverly Chafetz on the loss of her husband, Mr. Gerald Chafetz, ע‘‘ה
.המקום ינחם אתכם בתוך שאר אבלי ציון וירושלים

Mazel tov!


Mr. & Mrs. Harry M. Brown on the engagement of their granddaughter, Rochel Brown to Tzvi Smith



Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Eleff on the birth of a daughter, Mazal Tov to Drs. Eric & Jodi Eleff



Rabbi & Mrs. Abish Feifer on the marriage of Tzvi to Leah Furman of Lakewood, NJ



Mr. & Mrs. Michael Hoen on the birth of a grandson to Rabbi & Mrs. Shmuel Huebner



Rabbi & Mrs. Eli Jacobs on the upcoming wedding of Devora to Shmuel Granovetter



Mr. & Mrs. Michael Post on the bar mitzvah of Yoni
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Tuesday

31

24

17

10

3

Pizza
Fries

Pizza
Fries

CHANUKAH
VACATION
NO SCHOOL

Pizza
Fries

Pizza
Fries

Sunday

chicken nuggets
rice
green beans

hot dog bar
baked beans
pickles

tuna/yogurt

CHANUKAH
VACATION
NO SCHOOL
25
*DAIRY*
bagels
cream cheese

18

11

4

Monday

fettuccini alfredo
broccoli

fish sticks
soup
cole slaw

19 ROSH CHODESH
CHANUKAH
pizza
french fries
26
toasted cheese
soup

12

5

Tuesday

OAKWOOD

roasted chicken
rice
broccoli
13 CHANUKAH
sloppy joe
potato knishes
peas
20 CHANUKAH
meatballs
potato latkes
peas
27
breaded chicken
rice
broccoli

6

Wednesday

CHANUKAH
VACATION
NO SCHOOL

baked ziti
carrots

Thursday

15

8

1

CHANUKAH
VACATION
NO SCHOOL

bagels
cream cheese
tuna/yogurt

french toast
scrambled eggs

Friday

broccoli

breaded chicken
rice

CHANUKAH
VACATION
NO SCHOOL

baked ziti
green beans

green beans

fish sticks
soup
cole slaw
28 Asara B'teves
pasta w sauce
cheese slices

21

14

7

Thursday

chicken nuggets
baked beans
pickles

25

18

11

4

Hamburgers
Mashed Potatoes

Chanukah
Vacation

Fish Sticks
Mashed Potatoes
Carrots

No Lunch

Monday

chicken nuggets
rice
green beans
18 ROSH CHODESH
CHANUKAH
VACATION
NO SCHOOL
25
*DAIRY*
bagels
cream cheese
tuna/yogurt

11

4

Monday

fish sticks
soup
cole slaw

26
Grilled Cheese
Minestone Soup

Mixed Vegetables

Grilled Cheese
Vegetable Soup

Falafel, Salad
Pita Bread, Tehina

6
BBQ Chicken
Rice
Peas and Carrots

Wednesday

YAVNE

7
Pizza Bagels
French Fries
Mixed Vegetables

Thursday

7
roasted chicken
baked ziti
rice
green beans
carrots
13 CHANUKAH 14
sloppy joe
CHANUKAH
potato latkes
VACATION
peas
NO SCHOOL
20 CHANUKAH 21
beef chulent
fish sticks
potato kugal
soup
cole slaw
27
28 Asarah B'teves
breaded chicken
pasta w/ sauce
rice
cheese slices
broccoli
green beans

6

Thursday

Rice
French Fries
Peas and Carrots
Mixed Vegetables
27
28
Chulent
Asara
Potato Wedges
B' Teves

13
14
Chicken Nuggets
Chanukah
Roasted Potatoes
Vacation
Peas and Carrots
19
20
21
Macaroni with Cheese
BBQ Chicken
Pizza

12

5

Tuesday

pasta w/ sauce
cheese slices
broccoli
19 ROSH CHODESH
CHANUKAH
pizza
french fries
26
toasted cheese
soup

12

5

Wednesday

KINDERGARTEN OAKWOOD

Tuesday

In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies,
offices, and employees, and institutions participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race, color,
national origin, sex, religious creed, disability, age, political beliefs, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity
conducted or funded by USDA.

27

roasted chicken
potato perogi
carrots
13 CHANUKAH
sloppy joe
potato latkes
peas
20 CHANUKAH
beef chulent
potato kugal

6

Wednesday

22
fish sticks
waffles
soup
scrambled eggs
cole slaw
28 Asarah B'teves 29
pasta w/ sauce
potatoes
cheese slices
scrambled eggs
green beans

21

14

7

TAYLOR ROAD CAMPUS

5
hot dogs
fish sticks
chicken nuggets
soup
baked beans/pickles
cole slaw
11
12
chicken nuggets
pasta w/ sauce
rice
cheese slices
broccoli
green beans
18 ROSH CHODESH 19 ROSH CHODESH
CHANUKAH
CHANUKAH
VACATION
pizza
NO SCHOOL
french fries
25
**DAIRY**
26
bagels
toasted cheese
cream cheese
soup
tuna/yogurt

4

Monday

8oz milk will be served on all dairy lunch days. Due to religious purposes, juice will be served on meat days.

The salad bar will have a variety of fresh vegetables, tuna salad and flaked tuna and legumes.

All lunches will include 1/2 cup of salad, 1/2 cup fruit, whole grain bread and 2oz meat alternative.

All breakfast will include a whole grain, fresh fruit & milk

DECEMBER 2017 LUNCH MENU

Chanukah
Vacation

Bagels w/
Cream Cheese
Potato Dill Soup
Tuna

No Lunch

Friday

bagels
cream cheese
tuna/yogurt

bagels
cream cheese
tuna/yogurt

CHANUKAH
VACATION
NO SCHOOL

bagels
cream cheese
tuna/yogurt

bagels
cream cheese
tuna/yogurt

Friday

Baked Potatoes

Tune

Mushroom Barley Soup

29

Potato Dill Soup
Tuna

Bagels w/ cream cheese

22

15

8

1

29

22

15

8

1

BUILDING
OUR FUTURE
A ME AN I N G F UL DI S C US S I O N
A B OU T M I K VAH AN D
COMM UN AL R E S P O N S I B I L I TY

K E Y N OTE S P E AK E R

JUDGE RUCHIE FREIER
N E W YO R K C I TY C R I M I N A L CO U RT J U D G E
The Honorable Judge Ruchie Freier, the ﬁrst
Chasidic woman to be elected to public oﬃce in the
United States and the ﬁrst Chasidic female judge.

VIRTUAL PRESENTATION
Using 3D color renderings, ﬂoor plans, and other cutting edge
technology, Sarah Schwarz, Senior Project Designer at Vocon, will
share the design visuals that our architectural partners have created
in support of our community's vision for the new mikvah building.

SO UPS + SA L A D S + CO FF E E BA R + D E S S E RT S

SU N DAY E V E N I N G

DEC 10 | 7:15 PM

YO UN G I SRAE L OF G RE ATE R C LE VE LAND
For Women Only

Rebbetzin Chaikin · Penina Cohen · Raizy Freedman · Aliza Gottesman · Henni Horowitz · Devorah Juravel · Ruchi Koval · Miriam Krupenia
Olivia Kushner · Faina Malahimov · Chani Nisenbaum · Lieby Nisenbaum · Deborah Pollack · Frumi Pollack · Tamar Smith · Daphna Soclof · Yael Taub

WO M EN ’ S
ADV I S O RY B OA R D
Goldy Bookman
Deena Davidovich
Suri Dessler
Hilary Gecovich
Chany Klein
Katie Spiegler
Yehudis Weiss

Proudly supported by
FUCHS MIZRACHI SCHOOL
HEB REW ACADEMY OF CLEVELAND
YESHIVA DERECH HATORAH

CC M I K VA H .O RG

Tuesday, December 12th at 6:45 p.m.
אור ליום א‘ דחנוכה תשע‘‘ח
1860 South Taylor Road (auditorium)

Featuring special performances by:
 Morah Tova & Morah Tzippy’s Kindergarten
 The Hebrew Academy Boys Choir

Arts & Crafts for children
Refreshments following the performances

